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The relevant rule changes with respect to experts are in rules 4.1, 31.06(3), 53.03 and to a lesser 
extent 50.06, 50.07, 50.08 and 50.11.  Copies are attached as schedule "A". 

The significant changes are that: 

(a) the default requirement is that the main expert's reports are to be served not less 
than 90 days before the rule 50 pre-trial conference (rather than commencement 
of trial) with responding expert witness reports due 60 days before the pre-trial.  
There is no change to rule 53.03(3)(b) whereby supplementary reports are to be 
served no less than 30 days before trial; 

(b) notwithstanding these "default" timing requirements, new rule 53.03(2.2) requires 
the parties to agree on a schedule for exchange of experts' reports within 60 days 
after the action has been set down for trial; 

(c) while the reports are still not evidence (subject to exceptions such as s. 52 of the 
Evidence Act—medical reports), the contents of reports are now specified in some 
detail. 

Previously the signed report only had set out the expert's name, address and 
qualification and the substance of the proposed testimony.  Now the report must 
contain (rule 53.03(2.1)): 

"1. The expert’s name, address and area of expertise. 

2. The expert’s qualifications and employment and educational 
experiences in his or her area of expertise. 

3. The instructions provided to the expert in relation to the 
proceeding. 

4. The nature of the opinion being sought and each issue in the 
proceeding to which the opinion relates. 

5. The expert’s opinion respecting each issue and, where there is a 
range of opinions given, a summary of the range and the reasons 
for the expert’s own opinion within that range. 
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6. The expert’s reasons for his or her opinion, including, 

i. a description of the factual assumptions on which the 
opinion is based, 

ii. a description of any research conducted by the expert 
that led him or her to form the opinion, and 

iii. a list of every document, if any, relied on by the expert 
in forming the opinion." 

(d) Rule 4.1 is a new rule formally setting out the expert's obligation:  

4.1.01  (1)  It is the duty of every expert engaged by or on behalf of 
a party to provide evidence in relation to a proceeding under these 
rules, 

(a) to provide opinion evidence that is fair, objective and non-
partisan; 

(b) to provide opinion evidence that is related only to matters that 
are within the expert’s area of expertise; and 

(c) to provide such additional assistance as the court may 
reasonably require to determine a matter in issue.  

Duty Prevails 

(2)  The duty in subrule (1) prevails over any obligation owed by 
the expert to the party by whom or on whose behalf he or she is 
engaged. 

(e) The expert must also acknowledge this duty using form 53 (copy attached as 
schedule "B"). 

There have been no changes to: 

(i) rule 53.08 whereby the court shall grant leave to admit expert evidence on short 
notice or no notice (unless there is prejudice or undue delay); 

(ii) rule 52.03 whereby the court may appoint experts on its own initiative. 

Nor have there been any changes to the Evidence Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.E.23, s. 12 (number of 
experts) and s. 52 (medical reports). 

Note that civil case management (rule 77) applies only where a case has been assigned to case 
management.  Obviously orders concerning the relevant experts may be tailor-made in actions 
governed by that rule.   
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In a similar vein in the context of motions for summary judgment the motion's judge may make 
certain specific orders dealing with experts:  thus, rule 20.05(2)(k) provides: 

20.05(2)(k) [if there is to be a trial the court may make an order] that any experts 
engaged by or on behalf of the parties in relation to the action meet on a without 
prejudice basis in order to identify the issues on which the experts agree and the 
issues on which they do not agree, to attempt to clarify and resolve any issues that 
are the subject of disagreement and to prepare a joint statement setting out the 
areas of agreement and any areas of disagreement and the reasons for it if, in the 
opinion of the court, the cost or time savings or other benefits that may be 
achieved from the meeting are proportionate to the amounts at stake or the 
importance of the issues involved in the case and, 

(i) there is a reasonable prospect for agreement on some or all of the 
issues, or 

(ii) the rationale for opposing expert opinions is unknown and clarification 
on areas of disagreement would assist the parties or the court; 

THE OSBORNE REPORT 

Justice Osborne's report for the Civil Justice Reform Project was presented in November 2007 
and is found at http://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/cjrp/CJRP-
Report_EN.pdf.  This report is the genesis for these and the other significant rule changes 
implemented this year (O.Reg. 438/08).  Chapter 9 of the Osborne Report deals with expert 
evidence.  Pages 76-81 are attached as schedule "C". 

The Civil Justice Reform Project was concerned about the proliferation of experts testifying at 
trials, as well as a perception that experts had become increasingly adversarial, rather than 
objective advisors.  Justice Osborne considered various options, not all of which found his 
approval, nor were all of his recommendations implemented.  Options considered, but rejected, 
included proposals that parties should retain a single, joint expert or that multiple experts could 
only produce a single, joint report or that experts could be examined for discovery (but cf. rule 
31.10(1)).  The law in the UK and Australia has also already been reformed to deal with similar 
issues.  Those jurisdictions have, however, tried to reduce costs by moving to a single-expert 
model (Justice Osborne thought the latter was a good idea which would not usually work in 
practice). 

THE EXPERT'S DUTY 

The rule amendments dealing with experts are designed to weed out "hired guns" and "opinions 
for sale".  The rule changes presuppose that expert bias will be precluded where the expert is 
expressly required to acknowledge an overriding duty to the court, rather than the party.  
Although Justice Osborne was somewhat half-hearted in recommending the changes.  With 
respect to a signed certification of independence he stated that: 

http://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/cjrp/CJRP-Report_EN.pdf
http://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/about/pubs/cjrp/CJRP-Report_EN.pdf
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"An express duty would reinforce existing professional obligations and ensure 
that this duty is consistently applied to all professionals that provide expert 
evidence." 

Note, however, that the courts have long been inclined to throw out biased reports which were 
more in the nature of advocacy.1   

MEET AND CONFER 

Although Justice Osborne thought the experts should "meet and confer" in advance of trial, this 
proposal was not implemented as a general proposition (although see rule 20.05(2)(k) which 
allows for this as part of an order dealing with a summary judgment motion and see also rule 
50.07(1)(c) which incorporates this power into the pre-trial judge's arsenal). 

TIMELINES 

The timelines for delivering experts' reports were substantially modified in recognition that 
parties are often unwilling to have meaningful settlement discussions without reports in hand.  
The reports are now to be available for the pre-trial, on the understanding that the pre-trial will 
be held reasonably close to trial. 

The timelines (90 and 60 days before the pre-trial conference for the main reports) are intended 
to be default timelines, although the default times are likely be more common than an agreed 
schedule. 

The intention is that the parties will agree on a schedule within 60 days after the action has been 
set down for trial (rule 53.03(2.2)). 

Note, however, that rule 53.08 was not amended.  This rule says that the trial judge shall grant 
leave to serve an expert's report late (possibly on terms) unless to do so will cause prejudice or 
undue delay.  Justice Osborne's recommendation to change "shall" to "may" was not 
implemented.2   

STANDARD REPORTS 

The rule changes in rule 53.03(2.1) which list mandatory contents for reports are intended to 
introduce a degree of standardization to reports and to further guard against bias and partiality.  
The latter is somewhat achieved by requiring that the instructions given to the expert are to be 
included.  Not that this is really anything new.3 

                                                 
1 Fraser River Pile & Dredge Ltd. v. Empire Tug Boats Ltd. (1995), 92 R.T.R. 26 (Fed.T.D.). 

2 For the mandatory nature of this rule see Hunter v. Ellenberger (1988), 25 C.P.C. (2d) 14 (Ont.H.C.). 

3 See, for example, Carmen Alfano Family Trust v. Piersanti, (March 18, 2009) 2009 CarswellOnt 1576 (S.C.J.). 
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CONCLUSION 

It is likely the rule changes will focus most experts on greater objectivity.  At least it will put an 
end to the "paperless" production of experts' reports.  A "paperless" report is one (no matter the 
complexity or length) created without any written instructions or background; and usually 
without any drafts having been kept.  When I recently showed a draft retainer letter to U.S. 
counsel they strongly opposed the formality of a retainer letter for an expert.4  This will now 
change. 

                                                 
4 The actual email is attached as schedule "D". 
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SCHEDULE "A" 

 

RULE 4.1 DUTY OF EXPERT 

DUTY OF EXPERT 

4.1.01  (1)  It is the duty of every expert engaged by or on behalf of a party to provide 
evidence in relation to a proceeding under these rules, 

(a) to provide opinion evidence that is fair, objective and non-partisan; 

(b) to provide opinion evidence that is related only to matters that are within the expert’s 
area of expertise; and 

(c) to provide such additional assistance as the court may reasonably require to determine 
a matter in issue.  

Duty Prevails 

(2)  The duty in subrule (1) prevails over any obligation owed by the expert to the party 
by whom or on whose behalf he or she is engaged. O. Reg. 438/08, s. 8. 

 

SCOPE OF EXAMINATION 

Expert Opinions 

31.06(3)  A party may on an examination for discovery obtain disclosure of the findings, 
opinions and conclusions of an expert engaged by or on behalf of the party being examined that 
relate to a matter in issue in the action and of the expert’s name and address, but the party being 
examined need not disclose the information or the name and address of the expert where, 

(a) the findings, opinions and conclusions of the expert relevant to any matter in issue in 
the action were made or formed in preparation for contemplated or pending litigation and 
for no other purpose; and 

(b) the party being examined undertakes not to call the expert as a witness at the trial.  
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EXPERT WITNESSES 

Experts’ Reports 

53.03  (1)  A party who intends to call an expert witness at trial shall, not less than 90 
days before the pre-trial conference required under Rule 50, serve on every other party to the 
action a report, signed by the expert, containing the information listed in subrule (2.1).  

(2)  A party who intends to call an expert witness at trial to respond to the expert witness 
of another party shall, not less than 60 days before the pre-trial conference, serve on every other 
party to the action a report, signed by the expert, containing the information listed in subrule 
(2.1). O. Reg. 438/08, s. 48. 

(2.1)  A report provided for the purposes of subrule (1) or (2) shall contain the following 
information: 

1. The expert’s name, address and area of expertise. 

2. The expert’s qualifications and employment and educational experiences in his or her 
area of expertise. 

3. The instructions provided to the expert in relation to the proceeding. 

4. The nature of the opinion being sought and each issue in the proceeding to which the 
opinion relates. 

5. The expert’s opinion respecting each issue and, where there is a range of opinions 
given, a summary of the range and the reasons for the expert’s own opinion within that 
range. 

6. The expert’s reasons for his or her opinion, including, 

i. a description of the factual assumptions on which the opinion is based, 

ii. a description of any research conducted by the expert that led him or 
her to form the opinion, and 

iii. a list of every document, if any, relied on by the expert in forming the 
opinion. 

7. An acknowledgement of expert’s duty (Form 53) signed by the expert.  

Schedule for Service of Reports 

(2.2)  Within 60 days after an action is set down for trial, the parties shall agree to a 
schedule setting out dates for the service of experts’ reports in order to meet the requirements of 
subrules (1) and (2), unless the court orders otherwise.  
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Sanction for Failure to Address Issue in Report or Supplementary Report 

(3)  An expert witness may not testify with respect to an issue, except with leave of the 
trial judge, unless the substance of his or her testimony with respect to that issue is set out in, 

(a) a report served under this rule; or 

(b) a supplementary report served on every other party to the action not less than 30 days 
before the commencement of the trial.  

Extension or Abridgment of Time 

(4)  The time provided for service of a report or supplementary report under this rule may 
be extended or abridged, 

(a) by the judge or case management master at the pre-trial conference or at any 
conference under Rule 77; or 

(b) by the court, on motion.  

 

MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED 

50.06  The following matters shall be considered at a pre-trial conference: 

1. The possibility of settlement of any or all of the issues in the proceeding. 

2. Simplification of the issues. 

3. The possibility of obtaining admissions that may facilitate the hearing. 

4. The question of liability. 

5. The amount of damages, if damages are claimed. 

6. The estimated duration of the trial or hearing. 

7. The advisability of having the court appoint an expert. 

8. In the case of an action, the number of expert witnesses and other witnesses that may 
be called by each party, and dates for the service of any outstanding or supplementary 
experts’ reports. 

9. The advisability of fixing a date for the trial or hearing. 

10. The advisability of directing a reference. 
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11. Any other matter that may assist in the just, most expeditious and least expensive 
disposition of the proceeding.  

 

POWERS  

50.07  (1)  If the proceeding is not settled at the pre-trial conference, the presiding judge 
or case management master may, 

(a) establish a timetable and, subject to the direction of the regional senior judge or a 
judge designated by him or her, fix a date for the trial or hearing; 

(b) in the case of a proceeding governed by Rule 77, order a case conference under rule 
77.08 if it is impractical to establish a timetable; and 

(c) make such order as the judge or case management master considers necessary or 
advisable with respect to the conduct of the proceeding, including any order under 
subrule 20.05 (1) or (2).  

Order Binds Parties 

(2)  An order made under this rule binds the parties unless the judge or officer presiding 
at the hearing of the proceeding orders otherwise to prevent injustice.  

Copy of Order 

(3)  A copy of any order made under this rule shall be placed with the trial or application 
record.  

 

PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE REPORT 

Requirement 

50.08  (1)  If a date for a trial or hearing is fixed under clause 50.07 (1) (a), the presiding 
judge or case management master shall complete a pre-trial conference report, 

(a) stating what steps need to be completed before the action is ready for the trial or 
hearing, and how much time is needed to complete those steps; 

(b) stating the anticipated length of the trial or hearing; and 

(c) setting out any other matter relevant to scheduling the trial or hearing.  
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Copy of Report 

(2)  A copy of the pre-trial conference report shall be placed with the trial or application 
record.  

Certificate 

(3)  Each party or the party’s lawyer shall certify on the copy of the pre-trial conference 
report that is to be placed with the trial or application record that he or she understands the 
contents of the report and acknowledges the obligation to be ready to proceed on the date fixed 
for the trial or hearing.  

Duty of Lawyer 

(4)  Each lawyer who represents a party shall, in addition to giving the certificate 
described in subrule (3), undertake to the court to advise the party of, 

(a) the contents of the pre-trial conference report; and 

(b) the obligation to be ready to proceed on the date fixed for the trial or hearing.  

 

DOCUMENTS TO BE MADE AVAILABLE 

50.11  All documents intended to be used at the trial or hearing that may be of assistance 
in achieving the purposes of a pre-trial conference, such as any medical reports and reports of 
experts, shall be provided to the presiding judge or case management master at the conference.  
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SCHEDULE "B" 

Court File No.                              

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

B E T W E E N: 

 

Plaintiff 

- and - 

 
Defendant 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF EXPERT’S DUTY 

1. My name is                                                .  I live at _______________________, 
in the _______________________ of _______________________. 

2. I have been engaged by or on behalf of                                   to provide evidence 
in relation to the above-noted court proceeding. 

3. I acknowledge that it is my duty to provide evidence in relation to this proceeding 
as follows: 

(a) to provide opinion evidence that is fair, objective and non-partisan; 

(b) to provide opinion evidence that is related only to matters that are within my area 
of expertise; and 

(c) to provide such additional assistance as the court may reasonably require, to 
determine a matter in issue. 

4. I acknowledge that the duty referred to above prevails over any obligation which I 
may owe to any party by whom or on whose behalf I am engaged. 
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Date     
  Signature 
 

NOTE:  This form must be attached to any report signed by the expert and provided for the 
purposes of subrule 53.03(1) or (2) of the Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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SCHEDULE "C" 
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SCHEDULE "D" 

As to the letter to Dr.                                  ; unless there is some Canadian procedure which 
requires such a formal letter  discussing his retention and requesting his opinion, I would suggest 
not sending the letter.  Instead we should just contact him by phone to set up a meeting and send 
him the materials you want him to review.  Of course I was trained in a firm founded by former 
OSS spies where I was told to never send any correspondence to an expert which said anything 
other than, "Please call me to discuss the enclosed at your earliest convenience". 


